
PLATFORM-K : Interview and insight to
the creation process of ‘Monkey Mind’

How did you start the work on the first day of rehearsal?

We started off in november 2015 with two days rehearsals a week. In december and
januari 2016 we pushed the tempo to three rehearsals a week. From Februari on, we
worked all day till the premiere in Kunstencentrum CAMPO.

For our dancers it’s important to gradually build up the rehearsal regime, so they can
get used to a professional work rhythm and integrate it into their daily lives. They
need some time to get used to the changes in their quiet busy week schedule.

Our dancers are allready used to work two full days at our dance workspace. Here
they get familiair with ‘life as a dancer’: persevereness, taking care of their body,
waming up and cooling down, openess to collaborate, discipline, reflection on
themselves as dancers and on dance.

A performance asks more. Dancers are required to provide an active input to the
creation process. Another important thing to work on is consciousness of the
audience: how to look to your audience, keeping the thin line between overacting
and remaining pure on stage.

Before the creation started, Lisi Estaras, choreographer of the piece, knew the three
dancers of Platform-K. We worked together for three weeks spread over 2014 –
2015 where Lisi worked with an inclusive group at Platform-K. She took time to see
the possibilities and specificities of working in an inclusive context. Lisi also knows
Nico and Anna, the two non-disabled dancers.

Crucial in the first meeting was the language. Fernando, Argentinian dancer with
Down Syndrom, could speak Spanish, his native language with Lisi, Anna and Nico.
Hannah, Belgian dancer with Down syndrome, understands and speaks English and
helped translating to Kobe, the other Belgian dancer with Down Syndrome. That
opened some doors. Misunderstandings due to language feeded the translation /
adaptation process and the state of the Monkey Mind. Monkey Mind is all about
jumping thoughts and feelings from one to another. It’s a Buddhistic principle,
translated to dance by choreographer Lisi Estaras.



Were there any obstacles during the creation process? If yes, which ones?

In this work we bumped into
obstacles originated from the
non-understanding of
eachothers world. For example,
in the beginning the connection
between Hannah and Nicolas
didn’t go smoothly.
Hannah sometimes blocks
when something doesn’t work
out from the first time. For
Nicolas, it was difficult to
understand at first. The

standard of professionalism and persevering, also when something is difficult or hard,
is variable in our case. The dancers have grown a lot on this level, but it remains
something to work on. A long way to go, especially if you know that for many people
with a disability it’s not common to go 100% for something. If you hear that ‘you'll
never be able to do this’ since childhood, that’s not incomprehensible. At Platform-K
we still need to spend a lot of time and effort to appeal to their professional
attitudes. We don’t pamper them, but approach them as professional dancers.

Other obstacles we met during the creation:

Personal issues: Dance can be
close to the heart. That’s also the
case for our dancers. In their
associative mindset unpleasant
feelings or memories sometimes
come to the surface. Our role is to
catch this up, giving place for it,
but not too much.

Impulses: Sometimes our dancers
have crazy impulses. In many cases these are useful and inspiring for the
performance, sometimes also annoying. For instance, in the show some dancers can
take a ride with the material by reacting too much on the enthousiasm of the
audience. They don’t take the other dancers into account. We learned them to share
their place in the spotlights during the applause, equally next to the other dancers.

Incompatible calendars: Lisi, Nico and Anna are not only involved in les ballets C de
la B, but also in many other projects. Meanwhile, our dancers have their own fixed



activities. To adjust all the calenders was a big challenge. Being a fixed company
would make it a lot easier.

Perception: Rather an obstacle in the presentation than in the creation process. The
performance contains some ‘in your face’ scenes. Convincing everyone of their
legitimacy and necessity (for instance the parents of our dancers) was a task. The
performance shows things that you may not immediately associate with people with
a disability (sexuality, female relative to male with a restriction, etc). We took care
that Lisi didn’t compromise too much, because we believe this needs to be shown
and seen. Lisi consciously sought the limits and taboos. When we performed in
Glasgow, we bumped into a prevalent perception on people with a disability: as
asexual, cute/helpless creatures. With the necessary commotion as a consequence.
According to us the debate is not an obstacle, rather something we are aiming for.

Did you seek for a balance between professional dancers and dancers with a
disability? If yes, how did you make this happen?

Yes. That’s always our starting point. Working from equality is a requirement to
come to an equality on stage. We made this happen by improvising a lot.
Improvisation is a their strenght. Our dancers have not much barriers and an endless
flow of creativity. It works contagious. All the material in Monkey Mind sprouted
from improvisation tasks. The movement material didn’t get imposed by Lisi, nor the
dancers without a disability. Lisi defined the framework, the big lines and
connections between different scenes.

During improvisation, we focussed a lot on working with leading and following,
mirrorring in two directions. Lisi was quite fascinated by the living world and fantasy
of our dancers, which made many scenes based on this.

We also seek for equality next to the scene. During the creation process we expect
the same from all dancers: being on time, persevering, taking care of their own
bodies, eating healthy, …



Can you describe in short what your role as mentor contains?

I’m dance assistent at Platform-K. This means I’m a support on the dance floor (in
the dance workspace and during creations), I organise the dance education and
teach dance. You can find me most of the time in the studio.

For ‘Monkey Mind’, both my collegue Inge and me were a supporter. My role as
mentor consists of a practical part: making sure everyone gets into the rehearsal
studio (arrange with parents), guidance during transport,... Provide the right edge
factors.
Also a social part: support the dancers during rehearsals: translate abstract tasks,
deal with emotions, give attention to pain, … We know their possibilities, sensitivities
and motivators best.
And a creative part: by working extra on certain things (next to the rehearsals) or by
pushing them further, new things can happen. I often act as an intermediary
between choreographer and dancer, so the choreographer can focus on the artistic
process.

How involved are the dancers with a disability in the creation process? Do they
decide what's coming up on stage and what's not?

We work for artistship and thus
ownership. Of course, this
requires several steps. We
challenge them to actively think
about making motion proposals,
reflecting on themselves as
dancer and dance in general. We
train and work on this in our
dance workspace and during
creative processes (through
residences and shows). As

mentioned before, our dancers are very creative and free in improvisations. They
generate a constant flow of ideas and movements. Where "regular" dancers are
sometimes stuck in their own routines and cliché movements, our dancers find new
moves easily and embody fantasy worlds that we do not know. That is precisely what
inspires and attracts other dancers in the collaboration.

When deciding what to use on stage, there is a certain limit to what extent they can
think critically. They don’t understand everything, we can not expect that. We try to
involve them as much as possible in the "why" of the things they do, by reviewing
the content of the piece.



A real inspiring performance with actors with a disability is ‘Ganesh vs the third
Reich’ (Backtoback theater - Australia). An amazing intelligent show, the best
production I’ve seen yet wit people with a disability.

What is the impact of ‘having a restriction’ on the working process?

Sometimes things go slow. For instance, changing clothes can take hours.
Sometimes feelings arise which are rather kept hidden by non-disabled dancers.
Sometimes they can’t keep in mind certain phrases.
Sometimes they can not execute certain movements because it’s technically too
difficult.
Sometimes someone behaves stubbornly and they don’t want to practice anymore.

The same goes up for dancers without a disability.
Sometimes they get stuck during improvisations.
Sometimes they don’t dare to let go of routine movements.
Sometimes they are too aware of what the audience might think.
Sometimes they get stuck in their technique.

Restrictions definitely have an impact: both positive and negative. We always start to
work from the different possibilities but we also face the difficulties. What I see as
the biggest impact, counts for dancers in general, it’s personality. Each dancer is
different. That’s why we found a good partner in choreographer Lisi Estaras. Her
artistic work searches beyond technical perfection and looks for individuality.

In the performances we make, we don’t want to hide the differences in ‘being’.
Those are there anyway. But it doesn’t take away that there can be an equality in
ownership. We also want the audience to look at our dancers ‘as dancers’. Therefore
dance training is so important to bring them to the same level.


